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Summary
Hand-to-hand bioelectrical impedance (HH BIA) is a low-cost method to estimate percent
body fat (%BF). The BIA method is consistently reliable, but questions on validity remain. We have
observed anecdotally that elbow position can render consistently different measures of %BF while
using HH BIA, thus leading to the question: Does elbow angle influence the validity of measures
derived using HH BIA? The purpose of this study was to assess the effect of elbow position (i.e.,
IN=flexed to 90° versus OUT=fully extended) on the reliability of HH BIA on 44 male and 24 female
healthy adults (age=21±2 yrs, BMI=23±3). An additional aim was to assess the validity of the HH
BIA %BF on a subset of subjects (n=12) using air displacement plethysmography (BOD POD®) as
the criterion measure. The IN position was ~4%BF lower than the OUT position for HH BIA (p=0.05,
effect size=0.67). Measures of %BF for both trials for the IN [intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC)=0.99, coefficient of variation (CV)=2.99%] and OUT (ICC=0.99, CV=1.48%) conditions were
highly reliable. On the subsample, the OUT (18.3±6.7 %BF) position exceeded both the IN (14.5±7.4
%BF) and the BOD POD® (16.1±7.8 %BF) measures (p<0.05); however, IN and BOD POD® measures
of %BF did not differ (p=0.21). These findings support that HH BIA is a reliable measure at both
elbow positions; however, %BF estimations vary considerably (~4%) with respect to the criterion
measure depending on elbow position. The OUT position was found to overestimate criteria %BF.
Further research may reveal an optimum elbow angle position for HH BIA estimates of %BF.

Introduction
Assessment of body composition and speci ically changes in percentage body fat (%BF)
relative to fat-free mass are important for monitoring in luences on athletic performance
and risk associated with various chronic diseases [1]. Increasing adiposity is positively
correlated with a rise in markers of systemic in lammation, including circulating tumor
necrosis factor alpha and C-reactive protein, [2,3] and obesity has been identi ied as a
comorbidity for a wide range of preventable cardiometabolic diseases [4]. Interventions
aimed at targeting reductions in %BF have evoked improvements in performance and
health [5,6]. As such, identifying reliable and valid methods of measuring %BF at lower
costs is important.
Clinic- or laboratory-based measurements of %BF include techniques such as dual
x-ray absorptiometry analysis (DXA), hydrostatic densitometry, and air displacement
plethysmography using the BOD POD® (Cosmed, International) [7,8]. Such technologies
provide a “Gold Standard” or criterion measure of %BF; however, each technique is
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both time intensive and cost prohibitive (i.e., an expense of $50,000 USD or greater).
For larger samples, rapid turnaround, and non-invasive assessments of %BF, many
have turned to bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA). For example, the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) III utilizes BIA measurements to
stratify population-based fat mass to fat-free mass ratios [9,10].
Ideally, anthropometric ield methods for assessing body composition would be low
cost, portable, easy to perform for both the subject and tester, and would be repeatable
and accurate. Although body mass index (BMI) has been used as a convenient
anthropometric measure, the BMI lacks an ability to differentiate fat and fat-free mass
[7]. Thus, BIA has become more popular for gathering body composition on a large
sample size [9]. The BIA method is based on the principle that electric current lows
preferentially through the path of least resistance in the body, i.e., water-containing
compartment, with adipose tissue having low water content and hence higher
impedance while conversely the fat-free mass has a high water content and lower
impedance. Thus, impedance measures of resistance can be used to predict total body
water and hence fat-free mass. Body-fat mass and %BF are obtained by the difference
with body weight. Various devices are available to measure body impedance, and
many population-speci ic prediction equations have been published [11,12]. The BIA
measures have been shown to have higher reliability compared to 6- and 7-site skin
fold estimates of %BF [13]. In addition, strong measurement agreement between BIA
estimates and %BF obtained using DXA measures have been observed for a general
Caucasian sample [14].
The hand-to-hand bioelectrical impedance (HH BIA) is a non-invasive, low-cost, and
mobile method used to estimate the clinical target variable of %BF without the subject
disrobing. Single frequency BIA has very high reliability [13]; however, research on
the validity of BIA is equivocal with some reporting strong validity, [13,15] and others
raising questions about its validity [6,16,17]. We have observed anecdotally that %BF
estimates derived using hand-held BIA are in luenced systematically by elbow position
(i.e., lexed versus fully extended). Such a casual observation is plausible given that
measurement of impedance (Z) increases proportionately to conductor length (L2) as
illustrated using:
Z  pL2 / V

(Equation 1)

where p is the volume resistivity, and V is the tissue volume [18]. As the reliability of BIA
is reportedly strong, a systematic adjustment in elbow position might yield stronger
measurement agreement between BIA and that of a criterion %BF measurement.
Therefore, the aims of the present study were as follows: 1) to evaluate the effect
of elbow position (i.e., a fully extended versus lexed 90°) on the reliability of %BF
measurements obtained from HH BIA, and 2) to determine if HH BIA measures from
both positions were valid predictors of a criterion measurement of %BF.

Methods
Subjects

A total of 44 males and 24 females volunteered for our reliability study (age=21±2
yrs; BMI=23±3). The convenience sample consisted of healthy subjects residing as
students at a university in the upper midwest region of the USA. The race of the sample
was predominantly Caucasian. A subset of the sample (n=12) also participated in the
validation phase of the study.
Procedures and equipment

A handheld single wave, BIA device (OMRON® Model HBF-306) was evaluated
with veri ied body mass and standing height using digital scale and stadiometer,
respectively. These data along with the subject’s self-identi ied activity level-normal
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or athletic-based on the description for calculating physical activity level provided by
the manufacturer, and that same designator was used for each measure taken. In brief,
the manufacturer provided a template for quantifying a cut-point for selecting the
normal versus athletic designator using a metric for determining intensity, time, and
frequency of exercise. Two trials were completed for each of the IN and OUT positions.
The validation phase of the study required obtaining a criterion measure of %BF
using air displacement plethysmography (BOD POD®). The subjects were rested and
wore a tight- itting swimsuit and silicon head cap [19] for the test. Total lung capacity
was evaluated with the device’s spirometer, according to the manufacturer’s user
guidelines.

Statistical Analyses
Reliability of the two trials in each condition was assessed using intraclass
correlation coef icients (ICC α), typical error (TE), and the coef icient of variation
(CV) [20]. Validity on the sub-group of measures for BIA in the IN and OUT positions
relative to the criterion measure were evaluated using linear regression, whereby
slope and y-intercept are reported along with standard error of estimate (SEE). To
examine between-trial differences for the IN and OUT position, relative to the range
of %BF measurements within our sample, limits of agreement and a display of results
using Bland-Altman plots [21] are provided. Differences between the IN and OUT
positions (mean of two trials) were evaluated with a paired t-test, and comparison of
the IN and OUT positions versus %BF determined using the BOD POD® was evaluating
using an analysis of variance with repeated measures. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise
analyses were used to evaluate signi icance. Level for rejecting the null hypotheses
was set at p<0.05. The magnitude of the effect between test conditions were quanti ied
using Cohen’s d (i.e., mean difference divided by pooled SD). Summary statistics are
expressed as mean±SD.

Results
Participants were consistently (Figure 1) about ~4 %BF leaner (mean of two trials)
for the IN (13.4 ± 6.1 %BF) versus OUT (17.5±6.2 %BF) position assessed using handheld BIA (t=29.9, p<0.01, d=0.67). Reliability of two trials of the BIA measurements
were strong for the IN (TE=0.29 %BF, ICC=0.99, CV=2.99% error) and OUT (TE=0.21
%BF, ICC=0.99, CV=1.48% error) positions. Mean differences between trials were near
zero with the limits of agreement between trials being slightly larger for the IN versus
the OUT position (Figure 2).
A subgroup of participants (n=12) completed the IN (14.5±7.4 %BF) and OUT
(18.3±6.7 %BF) position in addition to an assessment using the BOD POD® (16.1±7.8

Figure 1: Consistency of rank-ordering between the IN and OUT positions for assessing %BF using hand-held BIA.
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%BF). A signi icant main effect was observed between the measurement conditions
(F=43.7, p<0.01, ƞp2=0.89). The OUT position was larger than either the IN position
(p<0.01, d=0.54) and the BOD POD® (p=0.04, d=0.30); however the IN position and the
BOD POD® measurement did not differ (p=0.21, d=0.21). Measurements of each BIA
condition were positively correlated with assessment of the BOD POD®; however, the
y-intercept for the OUT position was 4.43 %BF (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Bland-Altman plots for the between-trial measurements of %BF for IN (top panel) and OUT (bottom panel)
positions using hand-held BIA.

Figure 3: Linear regression of the IN (black font) and OUT (grey font) positions for hand-held BIA versus %BF
measured using the BOD POD® on a subgroup of participants (n=12).
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Discussion
The IN versus OUT position for HH BIA supported the hypothesis that shortening
the length of the tissue (equation 1) proportionally reduced impedance in a consistent
manner (Figure 1) with a moderate effect size or magnitude of change (i.e., d=0.67).
The consistency of variability between trials was not in luenced by the absolute
measurement of %BF regardless of using the IN versus OUT position. Speci ically,
the variability was consistent between participants spanning lower to higher
%BF measurements (N.B., see x-axes in Figure 2). Finally, in contradiction to the
manufacturer’s user-directions, the OUT position overestimated true %BF (~2%BF);
whereas, the IN position did not. The OUT versus IN position merely shifted the
y-intercept for predicting true %BF (Figure 3). That said, a small effect size between
the IN position and %BF measured by the BOD POD® was observed and was nearly
signi icant (i.e., d=0.22, p=0.04). Such an observation would suggest a more valid
estimate of true %BF may have been observed using the HH BIA device if we had opted
for a 45° as opposed to a 90° elbow angle for the IN position.
The standard (OUT) position consistently overestimated true %BF by ~2%BF, an
observation in contrast to other studies. For example, De Lorenzo et al. [16], reported
BIA underestimated true %BF by 2.6 %BF; however, their criterion measure was DXA
and not the BOD POD®, and they evaluated whole-body BIA. Conversely, other studies
using part or whole-body BIA have not observed signi icant differences with %BF
measures taken from the DXA [9,13,22] or the BOD POD® [23]. The type of BIA (i.e.,
lower body versus upper body) is an unlikely source of variance for comparing validity
between studies because lower-body and upper-body BIA are highly correlated with
each other [9] as well as with whole-body measures of impedance [22]. Thus, given the
convenience and low cost of HH BIA, its strong correlation with lower - or whole-body
BIA is attractive.
In the present study, reliability at the different elbow positions was established on
the same day. Our reliability data from each elbow position are comparable to prior
research [9,23]. Issues such as hydration and time of day can alter the reliability of
BIA between days, [5,24] and Lu et al. observed the CV for between-day reliability was
~0.33% greater than the within-day CV for the same subjects. Thus, in interpreting our
reliability indings, it would be reasonable to suggest that the HH BIA in either elbow
position would detect a 0.5%BF change as a result of a lifestyle intervention. At the
cost of the device evaluated in the present study (<$100 USD), the convenience of HH
BIA for large lifestyle intervention studies is appealing.
To our knowledge, we are the irst group to observe and report on consistently
reliable differences on the measurement of %BF using HH BIA at different elbow
positions. Impedance was reduced relative to the conductor length and inversely to
the cross-sectional area. In two separate studies [25,26], a reduction in cross-sectional
area associated muscle tension produced a reduction in impedance. In the present
study, we did not evaluate electroimpedancemyography, and therefore the precise
underlying cause for our results is unknown.
Interestingly, %BF as measured by the BOD POD® was ~midway between measurements
obtained at either OUT or IN, albeit the sample size was not suf icient to detect the difference
between the IN and BOD POD® measurements. Future investigators may wish to examine
the 45° elbow angle. Such a position might be ideal for yielding a more valid estimate
of true %BF using HH BIA.
In summary, there is continual need for establishing valid and reliable measurements of
fat and fat-free mass that are affordable, portable, and sensitive for detecting changes from
lifestyle interventions. The HH BIA technique appears to offer a reliable solution for
such needs; however, those utilizing the BIA method must be mindful to use consistent
Published: November 23, 2017
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testing positions, standardizing time of day for testing, along with the importance of
educating subjects on how to maintain proper hydration [5,24]. Our results indicate
elbow position can have a large in luence on %BF prediction, and we recommend
future research on the determination of the best elbow position for HH BIA testing.
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